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With Origami Risk — the risk and insurance industry’s leading claims, policy, and risk management information system — take full 
advantage of award-winning solutions and platform flexibility to understand your enterprise risk profile and spend less time chasing 
data.

RISK ASSESSMENTS MANAGEMENT
Manage risk assessments through different lenses, using different 
methodologies and/or formulas to assess risks. Assessment 
options are configurable and flexible:
• Utilize likelihood, impact, or other organizational scoring 

factors such as probability, severity, velocity, and more
• Scoring factors may utilize subfactors (i.e. for the impact 

scoring factor you can evaluate, such as financial, brand/
reputation, health and safety, legal, and compliance risk)

• Risk owners may rate risks directly or crowd-source 
assessment data by polling multiple stakeholders internally 
to gain risk scoring consensus (by either averaging results or 
taking the highest reported value)

• Highly configurable assessment workflows — introduce 
approvers and alerts/notifications based on the status of 
assessments and due dates 

• Flexible scoring model  — multiply, add, or divide risk 
factors, weight risks, and track non-scoring variables during 
assessments

HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE SYSTEM
Origami Risk’s configurable system allows users to identify 
all types of risks (i.e., enterprise, operational, IT). Create a 
hierarchy of risks that supports multiple parent/child levels 
or a flat structure. Associate risks with controls, regulations, 
processes, frameworks, or any other entity. Link risks to 
organizational and strategic goals.

“Now, we have this dynamic solution 
for managing our data, providing 
reports, and making things simple. 
It’s really been invaluable to us. It’s 
both measurable and immeasurable 
value we are getting.”

Mark Beres
Director of ERM, Panduit

FRAMEWORK & SECURITY
Align to common risk management frameworks — COSO, 
ISO31000, NIST, and others. Access and rank risks by 
location, category, process, regulation, objectives, and more. 

Effectively Manage Risks and Opportunities Across the Enterprise
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What sets us apart? 
A singular focus on our clients’ business objectives and outcomes underlies our approach to providing software and support. For us, 
it begins with our people — industry veterans capable of offering invaluable insight during implementation and eager to partner with 
clients to develop new, innovative functionality on a singular SaaS platform. We are committed to ensuring our clients continue to take 
full advantage of all Origami Risk has to offer.

To learn more, visit origamirisk.com/products/enterprise-risk-management

ACTION PLANS CREATION
Track and monitor residual risk versus risk tolerance and risk 
target. Risk data and risk score values can be imported via a 
spreadsheet. Collect new risks as provided by polling multiple 
layers of the organization. 

Create actions plans for risks falling above tolerance or appetite 
thresholds:
• Document ownership of action plan steps
• Identify status, rating, and cost of action plans
• Report on completion status and results of action plan

Link and track risks to KRI and KPI metrics:
• Schedule recurring collection of KRI data
• Utilize thresholds for KRI/KPI data and automatically report 

when values exceed thresholds

RISKS & ASSESSMENT DATA REPORTING
Report on risks and assessment data using standard and user-
configured reports and dashboards including:
• Heatmaps
• Top risks
• Average risk ratings
• Risks by ratings
• Breaches of risk targets and tolerances
• Strategic objectives by risk
• Risk assessment status
• Inherent vs. residual scores
• Risk ratings by largest change

RISK REGISTER & SURVEY AUTOMATION
Leverage Origami to help you establish your risk register with 
on-going updates to your risk profile using the survey/questionnaire 
functionality in Origami. Capture relevant risk information from key 
stakeholders enterprise wide, and store within a central repository.

About Origami Risk

Origami Risk was founded by industry veterans committed to designing intuitive web- and mobile-based software that streamlines how 
risk, safety, and insurance data is collected, analyzed, and shared. Origami provides an integrated platform of products including RMIS, 
safety, GRC, claims, analytics, and underwriting tools. The most experienced service team in the industry ensures that client success is our 
central focus. Contact us at info@origamirisk.com. 
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